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"People must conic to accept private enterprise 

not as a necessary evil,. but as an affirmative 
good." 

--Eugene Black 



UNEMPLOYMENT AND 
IMBALANCES IN 
THE ECONOMY* 

By 

Dr. V. M. DANDEKAR 

It is acknowledged by all concerned, that there is a large 
backlog of unemployment in the country. It was there at 
the beginning of the First Five-Year Plan and it is very much 
there at the beginning of the Fifth Five-Year Plan. There is 
considerable debate about its size but, i suppose, the 
existence of the backlog is not in dispute. I suppose, it is 
also not disputed that, over the years, the backlog has 
increased. If there is any doubt on this point, a look at some 
of the provisional data from the 1971 Census will be usefl'll. 

The population of the Indian Union increased from 439.2 
million in 1961 to 547·4 million in 1971 showing an increase 

* Text of the seventh A. D. Shrofi Memorial Lecture delivered under 
the auspices of the Forum of Free Enterprise in Bombay on 27th 
October 1972. The author, Director of the Gokhale Institute of 
Politics & Economics, Poona, is an eminent economist. 
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of 24.6 per cent in 10 years. We are told that the increase 
in the population has been less than what was expected, not 
so much because of a success of our family planning pro
grammes and consequent fall in the birth rate but, because 
of a failure of the death rate to come down according to 

'. • f J !J · r 

expectations: 1There is thus ·something_ to be grateful about. 
Evidently, the God of Death is still on our side and has not 
quite abandon~d ; us. (~e:)Cas it\ may'. ~pi:&i~g the decade 
1961-71, while. the ·population increased by 24-6 per cent, 
the number of workers ·~actu'iilly decline-d by 2.6 per cent: 
the number of workers recorded in the 1961 Census was 
188.6 million; it declined to 183.6 million in 1971. This is 
undoubtedly a serious matter .. 

We are told that· the decline in the number of workers 
between 1961 and 19]1 Cens~ses is ·not real, but that it is 
largely due to a stricter application of the definition of a 
"worker" in 1971 than in 1961. This seems possible and it 
appehs that, this has affected particularly the' I tecordi~g of 
the fe:nlale· workers;' For instance, though the "todl niiinber 
of workers declilled by 2.6 per cent, the declin\f'is: really 
confined to the female workers. Between 1961 and ·1971, the 
number' of' female workers declined by as much as 41:'4 per 
cent. While 28.o per cent of the female population in !961 
was retarded as' workers, the proportidir declined to a niere 
i 3.2~ per cent iri · 197i. Therefore; it . se·em~ 'likely ·that the 
definition of a "worker" has' been' 'understood and' appliJa 
m~ch more restr}ctjvely i~ 1971 than in .1961. · W~fteyer the 
reason, it is obvious that the labour-force statistics of the 
female population canrio't 'i:Je; readily s:;ompared betwe~n th~ 
1961 and the 1971 . Censuses. Let us, therefore, confine 
attention to the male po~ulation. ' .. · 

··;Between 1961 .and 1971, the number ofmale workers did 
not Jecline. It increased from 129;1 million in 1961 to i48.8 
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million in 1971 which is an increase of 15.2 per cent. But, 
in the meanwhile, the male population increased by 25.2 
per cent. Thus the growth in employment has been much 
smaller than the growth in populatwn. The same may be 
seen otherwise: In 1961, 57.1 per cent of the male population 
was recorded as workers; in 1971, the proportiOn came down 
to 52.5 per cent. It is possible that, as in the case of female 
workers, a stricter apphcatwn of the defimtion of a "worker" 
has also af±ected the recording of the male workers. There 
is no way to dende. A closer exanunation of the Lensus data 
when it becomes available may help. tor the present, it will 
be useful to see the implicatiOns ot the growth m the number 
ot worK:ers bemg lower than the growth in the populanou, 
supposmg that lt has not happened on account ot an under
recordmg of the male workers in 1971. The male labour 
force in 1961 consisted of the 129.1 million men recorded as 
workers plus a certam number of the unemployed or under
employed which were not then recorded as workers. If we 
suppose that the labour force expanded at the same rate as 
the growth in population, that is by 25.2 per cent, the net 
addition to the male labour force during 1961-71 should be 
32.5 million plus something. On the other hand, the number 
of male workers increased by only 19.7 million. The balance 
of 12.8 million plus something must be considered a net 
addition to the backlog of unemployment as it existed in 
1961. Even if we make some allowance for the possibility 
of under-recording of workers in 1971, the conclusion seems 
unavoidable that during the decade 1961-71, there has been 
a net addition of at least 10 million workers to the backlog 
of male unemployment in the country. 

Let us try to locate the failure firstly broadly between 
the agricultural and the non-agricultural sectors. Following 
the census classification of workers, we may divide the 
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workers into , two. classes, namely, (i) . cultivators and 
agricultural labourers, and (ii) other workers. 'We may refer 
to the first category as the agricultural workers and to the 
second as the non-agricultural workers. Between 1961-71, 
the number of J.p.ale;workers increased by 15.2 per cent. Now 
divided· into .these• 1two categories; it appears that•·between 
1961-71, the number of agricultural, workers increased .by· 
19.8 per cent from 83.7 million in 1961 to 100.3 million in 
1971, while the,number. of non-agricultural workers increased 
by only 6.9 per cent.from 45·4 million in 1961 to 48.5 million 
in 1971. Thus clearly it is the .non-agricultural employment 
which has failed to expand adequately .. Indeed the expansion. 
of employment •in the agricultural sector must be considered 
remarkable. Betwee1i. 1961-71, the ·number of agricultural 
workers increased by. 19.8 per cent. Though this is less than 
the growth in the population, it is quite substantial con
sidering the l_imited scope for expansion of employment in 
agriculture. Probably, in view of the failure of the non
agricultural· sector to, expal)d' and absorb additions to the 
labour force, the agricultural sector has no alternative but 
to .. accept passively _the surplus population that cannot be 
employed elsewhere.;. ,· ,,. ,, 

The fact that, between·'i961-71, the number of agrieul-· 
tural workers increased by 19~8 per cent while the numbet 
of non-agricultural workers increased by only 6.9 per cent 
meaJ'J.S that the proportion 1of workers engaged in agriculture 
was larger 'in 1971 than ·i~ 1961. In 1961, 64. 8 per cent of 
all the male workeis''were ~ngaged in agriculture; in 1971, 
the proportion fose to 6].4 'per· cent. The proportion of 
workers engaged in agriculture serves as a good· indicator of 
the stage of economic development of. .a country, with certain 
important exceptions. There are ;~vell-marl<,ed , stages of deve
lopment along ,1 this path. At the end of the first stage 
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of development, the proportion of population engaged in 
agriculture becomes constant, that is to say, it ceases to grow. 
Judging by the results of the 1971 Census, it seems that we 
have not yet reached even this stage of development. To 
reach this stage, requires that the employment in rhe non
agricul tnr;:d sector grows ;1 t the same rate as does the 
popubtion. This means that during 1961-71, the non
agricultural employment should have grown by at least 25 
per cent; in fact, it grew by less than 7 per cent. In the 
second stage of development, the proportion of population 
engaged in agricultnre begins to decline though the number 
engaged in agricultnre cont-im1es to grow. It is at the end of 
the second stage t"112t the nmnber e:ngagecl in agriculture 
ceases to grow. This requires that all the net additions to 
the bbom force together wit-h any backlog of unemployment 
arc absorbed in the noll-agricultural sector. We have seen 
thi!t during 1961-71, the net addition to the male labour force 
:1mountecl to 32·5 million. Even if we ueglect the backlog of 
uncnmloyment existing in 1961, the non-agricultural sector 
should have absorbed 12·5 million additional workers durinr, 
tlw decade. There were 45·4 million non-agricultural workers 
in 1961. To absorb )2.5 million additional workers would 
reqt1irc 71.6 per cent growth in non-agricultmal employment 
in 10 yc;ns. This is not fantastic; it requires an annual rate 
of growth of just .5·5 per cent. Unfortunately, we arc taking 
about 10 years to achiew what could and should be achieved 
in one year. 

What is the natme and composition of the non-agricul
tural employment and why h~s it failed to grow? We do 
not as yet have detailed data from the 1971 Census. But the 
break-up of the non-agricultural workers i11 1961 will he 
usdlll to indicate the Jtatnre and composition of the non
agricultural employmel!l in the country. It is as under: 
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• MALE WORKERS ~ 1961 

·~ ,· • f: ' ' ~ \ X 

_Livestp,ck, Fores~!Y~ Plantations, etc. 
Mining and Quarryll;lg , 

Household . Industry 

Non-hoUsehold Industry 
Constructl.on . , 

Trad~ and Co~inerce ·' ' , 
.. • {,(•• "" (J : . II 

Transport, S_torage ah~. Coll).munications 
Other serviCes I !! • , _ . • 

, r ·• I. 

., · Miltion ---t 
3·3 ~ 

0.7 
7·4 
7·2 
1.8 
6.8 

3·0 
15.2 

Total nbkagriculturai' workers I 45·4 
· rft

1 
,' t 1 t11 I,! 

Thus, , the manufacturing industry accounts for one-third 
of• the non~agriculttiral·employment and this is equally divided 
between the household industry arid the non-household 
industry. · 'Another• one-third of the non-agricultural employ
ment is1accounted foi,by th~' "other. services" which include 
government service. i The remaining one-third is !accounted 
for by other sectors. among:which trade,· commerce, transport. 
storage• anti comrimnications are important. In the absence of 
similar •break-up from. the i97·1 Census, it :is not possible to 
say in• which ·sectors employment has grown more and in 

!which less during the decade 1<)61-71. 
f 

But considerable information is available regarding what 
we may call the ·organized sector of the non-agricultural 

"employment· The organized ·sector accounts for about one
·third 'of the non-agricultural employment. Information on 
employment' in this- sector is available from the Directorate
General of Employment and Training and from the returns 
under the Shops and Commercial Establishments Act. The 
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estimated employment in the organized sector in 1961 and 
1971 is as under: 

Livestock, Forestry, 
Plantations, etc. 

Mining and Quarrying 
Manufacturing & 

Electricity et~. 
Cm1struction 
Shops and Commercial 

Establishments 
Transport & 

Communications 
Services 
Total--·--·-

Employment in the Organized Sector 
1961 1971 Percentage 

(million) (million) increase in 

0.85 1.07 
0.68 0.59 

3·65 5·24 
0.84 1.02 

2.07 2·93 

1.08 2.32 
4-01 6.6o 

13·90 19·77 

1971 over 
1961 

25·9 
-13.2 

43·6 
21.4 

41.5 

28.9 
64.6 

42.2 

Thus, during the decade 1961-71, the organized employ
ment increased by 42.2 per cent. The employment in the 
manufacturing industry and in the shops and commercial 
establishments increased by about the same rate. The two 
seem to grow together and their combined rate of growth is 
42.8 per ccn t for the dccztde which amounts to 3.6 per cent 
per annum. The increase in employment in construction, 
transport and communications has been much less; their 
combined rate of growth being 26.5 per cent for the decade 
which amounts to 2.1 per cent per annum. Thus for every 
one per cent increase in the employment in the manufacturing 
industry and shops and commercial establishments, the 
employmPnt in construction and transport etc. seems to grow 
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i by less than o.6 per cent. The employment in the organized 
services has increased by 64.6 per cent. A large part of it is 

·government-service ·which seems ·to-grow· autonomously and 
'qu'it~ independently 6£ · what' happens to the rest of the 
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,., Qf,the employment in the organized sector, about 10 per 
ceift is accounted for by women workers. As we are presently 
confining attention to the male working pQpulation, .we should 
ded:uct the women workers from the organized sector•as well. 
If we do this, the estimated male employment. in the organized 
sector comes to 12.5 million in 1961 and 17.8 millionjn 1971. 
This is an increase of 42.2 per cent. But the.o'rganized.sector 
acc~tmts for only !!bout one-third of the total non-agrkul_tural 
employment and this, as we have seen, gr~w by OJ?,ly 6.9 per 
c~nt .. It follows that during the decade,· the non-ag~icultural 
employment in the unorganized sector must have declined; 
if,, we accept the 1971 Census estimates, it seemS'. to 'hav~ in 
fac;~.~declined by 6.7 per cent. ? 

1Jn summary, the main facts of the employment situation 
~as ,I nave presented tpem 'so far are as under:-

• y ~ l ' •• ' ·- ' 

'MALE POPULATION 

. n .#. JJI 
1'961 1971 Percentage 

(million) (million) 
i.l Jq -. 

r·.,. mcrease 111 
I' ! ~ 1 . 

1971 over 
i961 

Populati9_n -1 ''1 ' 
226.3 283-J 

., 
25·'? 

Workers ., 1) 129.1 148.8 ,15.2 
1. i ; '~ 1 

Agr}culturair .workers 83·7 '100.3 19~? 
Non-a~ri. workers: 
Organized sector ' 12.5 17.8 42.2 
Unorganized sector "" 32·9 . 30·7 -6.] 
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Thus, during 1961-]t, the male population· increaseJ by 
25.2 per cent; the number of male workers increased by 15.2 

per cent; the number of agricultural workers increased by 
19.1) per cent; the number of non-agricultural workers in the 
organized sector increased by 42.2 per cent; and the number 
of non-agricultural workers in the unorganized sector declined 
by 6.7 per cent. Of this, the increase in the organized sector 
is real; but the sector accounts for only about 10 per cent 
of the male labour force. The increase in the number of 
agricultural workers is substantial but one does not know 
how far it represents genuine growth of employment in 
agriculture; it is possible that much of the increase merely 
re1Jects the fact that the agricultural sector continues to 
accept passively the surplus labour which cannot be absorbed 
elsewhere. The decline in the number of non-agricultural 

, workers in the unorganized sector may be partly due to a 
stricter definition of a "worker" in 1971 than in 1961. But 
at least partly it is also likely to be real. The unorganized 
sector consists mainly of the household industry and services. 
It is quite possible that the number of workers in these 
sectors has declined as a result of the expansion of employ
ment in the corresponding organized sector. 

Let me slightly simplify the employment data in order 
to get a better focus on the dimensions of the problem of 
employment in the country. The male labour force in 1971 
amounts to 150 million workers. Of this about two~thirds 
that is 100 million are employed in agriculture. Of the 50 

million non-agricultural vvorkers, 20 million are employee! in 
the organized sector and 30 million in the unorganized sector. 
Our first employment target must be to stabilize the number 
of agricultural workers at its present level, namely 100 

million, and not to throw any more burden of employment 
on the agricultural sector. This means that all a deli tions to 
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the labour fflrce must henceforth be absorbed in the non~ 
agricultural sector. We should expect the population to grow 
by another 25 per cent in the current decade 1971-81. Hence, 
in 1981, there will be additional 37·5 million male workers. 
If these are to be absorbed in the non-agricultural sector which 
presently employs 50 million workers, the employment in 
this sector must increase by 75 per cent in· 10 years . that is 
at an annual rate of 6.8 per cent. But, as we have seen, only 
the employment in the organized part of this sector grows 
while that in the unorganized part actually declines. Hence, 
it will be the organized sector which will have to absorb all 
the new additions of 37·5 million to the labour force plus 
a certain number of workers,, say about 2.5 million, which 
will be thrown out of employment in the unorganized sec- · 
tor. The organized sector at present provides employment to 
only 20 million workers. If it is to absorb 40 million additional 
workers during 1971-81, it will require· an increase of 200 

per cent in 10 years which amounts to an annual rate of 
growth of 11.6 per cent. If we consider the industrial employ
ment as the key element in• the expansion of the non
agricultural employment in the organized sector, this means 
that industrial employment must increase at the rate of 11.6 
per cent per annum. This is not impossible and some other 
countries hav~ achieved it. But; as I have already mentioned, 
during the pa~t decade, we have been able to expand industrial 
employment, only at 3.6 per cent per annum. That is the, gap 
between our performance and the needs of our economic 
development. 

. This is not a sit';lation. which can be corrected by means 
of. "crash programmes" of employment. But "crash pro
gramme" is the style of the day. The latest crash idea is that 

. the factories should work 7 days of the week. At present 
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they work 6 days of the week. If they work 7 days of the 
week, production and employment will immediately expand 
by 16.66 per cent, which is, of course, double of 8.33 per cent. 
The arithmetic is simple. But it belongs to the same category 
as of the suggestion once made that, if we have a food deficit 
of about 7 per cent, all that we need do is to miss a meal 
a week; if the food deficit is larger, say 15 per cent, as it might 
turn out to be this year, we should of course miss two meals 
a week. That is simple too. 

Less crash than the crash programmes are the short-term 
measures. In the present context, they are aimed at a fuller 
utilization of the industrial capacity by means other than 
working 7 days a week. The main idea is that, in the short
run, production and employment can be expanded consider
ably without much additional investment provided steps are 
taken to ensure fuller n tiliza tion of the existing industrial 
capacity. The reasons for the under-utilization of the existing 
industrial capacity are many and complex. We may 
conveniently divide them into two categories, namely, those 
which are internal to a given plant and those which are 
external to it. The principal internal circumstance inhibiting 
the full utilisation of production capacity of a plant is that 
the machinery and equipment of the plant is not balanced 
and that, therefore, there arise serious bottlenecks. Under 
these circumstances, the definition of the capacity itself needs 
to be revised. Among a set of inter-related machines and 
equipment, each has a certain production capacity. The 
capacity of the plant is determined not by the maximum but 
the minimum of these, like the strength of a chain is 
determined not by the strongest but by the weakest of its 
links. To improve the utilization of the under-utilized 
machines and equipment, the capacity of other machines and 
equipment has to be supplemented and strengthened. Hence a 
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fuller titilization of· i:he so-called e:x'istin.g capacity cannot be' 
ensured without supplementary investment which often turns · 
out to be not quite margin~l. The reasons why -such im
balances in the machinery and· equipment, inCluding crucial
skilled labour, of a plant occur and exist ate many~ Principally 
they are: plciin faulty production plan'ning ·which is not a 
monopoly of the public sector; choice of' technology inappro
priate to the size and scale of operations; and purchase· 
and. installation of expensive imported machinery and· 
equipment, not because it . was immediately needed but 
because it. was ·-available. To, correct the existing imbalances 
is, in a. sense, .building on the foundation of such faulty 
decisions. This may have -to be done in order to salvage bad · 
investments already made. But the additional investment 
needed may not be quite marginal and the measures needed 
may not be quite as short-term as is often believed. 

• 
1 The e~tei-nal 'reasons for the under-utilization of the 

capacity ~f a plant are firstly shortages of inputs and supplies · 
and, s~condly, ·lack of defl!aild for its output. The inputs 
includ~ raw materials,. po~er and transport. The demimd1 for 
the o'utput ~f ari industry may have two components: Inter
industry demand, that is'' the demand from other industries, 
and the final consumer demand. The latter will have to be 
considered separately. But the shortages of inputs such as 
raw materi?ls, power_ and transport on the one hand, and lack ' 
of inter-industry demand for the output ·on the other, are 
nothing 'but symptoms' of imbalances in the production 
capacities existing in different industries. If one industry 
suffers from sh'ortages of inputs, it :ineans that the product~on 
capacities are· inadequate 'in 1 some other industries, including ' 
agriculture; which supply the inputs of the given industry. 
Similarly, if one. industry suffers from lack of inter-industry ' 
demand, it mearis that production capacities are relativdy 
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madequate in some other industries to which the given 
industry supplies its output as inputs. The imbalances in the 
production capacities of different industries are not easy to 
remove and any measures to remove them can hardly be 
considered short-term. But, in an economy with limited total 
p~;oduction capacity, such imbalances and consequent wastage 
of capacity is undoubtedly a serious matter. I shall later return 
to its consideration. 

Another reason for the under-utilization of capacity in 
some industTies is the lack of final consumption demand for 
their output. Here is a paradox: While a large part of the 
consumer demand remains unsatisfied, there exist, side by side, 
production capacities in some industries for which there is 
lack of consumer demand. This is another case of imbalances 
in the economy: but now it is not a case of inter-industry 
imb:dance; rather, it is a case of imbalance between the 
deployment of production capacity and the consumption 
needs. This imbalance is even more serious than the inter
inclustry imbalance and em hardly be corrected by short-term 
measures. Therefore, for a while, I shall postpone its 
consideration. 

Yet another reason, often mentioned, for under-utilized 
capacity is the industrial labour unrest. It is, therefore, 
suggested that urgent steps should be taken to discipline the 
industrial labour and curb the industrial unrest. I do not 
know whether this is suggested as a short-term or a long-term 
measure. Industrial employer in the country has always been 
powerful vis-a-vis labour and, so long as there is a large army 
of the unemployed, he will remain so. But, inspite of the 
army of the unemployed, industrial labour is getting 
increasingly better organized and improving its bargaining 
position vis-a-vis the employer. This is a struggle to decide 
how the value added in iudustrial production will be divided 
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between profits and wages and shared between the employer 
and the worker .. -This is a class struggle in the classical sense 
of the term. The warring classes are, the entrepreneur, the 
owners of, capital and the, high level .technical and business 
management on the one hand, and the worker on. the other. 
It is said that unless •there are r~asonable profits for the 
entrepreneur, reasonable interest and dividends to the owners 
of capital and reasonable salaries, allowances and . fringe 
benefit~ to the managerial class, there woul~ 1pe no ~ncentive 
among them for increased production. I must. take .it tha~ 
this is true. aut then it must be equally true that, unless 
there are reasonable wages., to the workers, there ~ou~d be 
no incentive among them either, for increased production. The 
trouble arises because there is;no -agreement. as to the reason
ableness of rewards so ·that the rewards which· the two 
classes respectively conside~ ~s reasonable and necessary;, 
together add up. to more than the total value added in the 
industry. In the circumstance~; it is obvious that the class· 
confli!=t can do only harm to the in'dustiial production. Both 
parties seem t? have power to cut down, if not stop altogether, 
the production and both seem to be engaged in doing this 
w.ithout thought of what happens to the whole economy and 
to the large mass,of the unemployed. There can be no doubt 
that the country cannot afford this class conflict at the present 
juncture but 'one does; not kriow how to resolve the conflict. 
on the Forum of Free Enterprise. Free enterprise cannot be 
confined to ~he. entrepre~eurs, owners of capital an·d the 
managerial class; it must extend to the workers as well. You 
will be glad to, know that, contrary to popular notions, much 
more than the employer class; it is the workers and their 
unions,. who ~re ,to day operating on the Forum of Free 
Enterprise. ·Collective bargaining is · part of the game. We 
cannot 'therefore blame the industrial uJll'est on the workers 
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alone. It is a conflict of interests which cannot be resolved 
on the Forum of Free Enterprise. 

This question is not unrelated to the problem of 
imbalances in the economy to which I have earlier referred. 
I shall later return to these questions. For the present, let me 
say that I have no objection in principle to any crash or 
short-term measures designed to expand production and 
employment through a fuller utilization of the existing 
production capacity - provided they are feasible. But, for 
reasons already explained, I do not think that much can be 
achieved by these means. Moreover, if we concentrate too 
much attention on such short-term measures, as we are prope 
to do, we are likely to overlook the more fundamental 
imbalances that have developed in the economy: imbalances 
between production capacities of different industries and 
imbalance between the deployment of the production capacity 
and the needs of consumption. 

Before I turn to these more fundamental problems, let 
me refer to another strain in the prevailing thinking on the 
problem of unemployment. As already mentioned, during 
I961-71, the employment in the organized manufacturing 
industry increased by 43.6 per cent. But, during the same 
period, the industrial pwduction increased by about 75 per 
cent. The question naturally arises as to why and how, 
while industrial production increased by 75 per cent, the 
industrial employment should increase by only 43.6 per cent. 
I must confess that I am myself puzzled by this divergence 
in the growth of production and the growth of employment 
and cannot readily answer the why and how of it without 
an industry-by-industry examination of the data on production 
and employment. But, two possible explanations may be 
offered prima facie: Firstly, the composition of the industrial 
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pi·8ductioh may have' changed and the new 'compbsition may 
have proportionately less en'tployment potential ·than the 
previous composition .. Secondly, within an industry, techno
logy. may haVe cliang~d. 'and technology ''with niuc~ l~ss 
employment 'potential; niay11 be much Illore common now th'an 

-befC!re. Both explanahons'_',We plausible though I doub~ _whether 
witn'fn' the',span o£'16 years: such changes in the coinposition 
~f 'th~ iriC!hstrial ou'tpuf an'd the technology have occurred as 
:~ig\~ ;_ex'pl~irt 'f~~('large;;diverg,~il.ce bet':"een the growth _of 
mdustn~l· output and, grl!wth of mdustnal employment. Let 
us however'' prot~ed' on the assumption that this has in fact 
h'~ppened.''' · · ., · -''• · 
. 1 I ' • ' I~ II ) f !i j' 

' 
1 Itiis then 'suggested that, with the same total·industrial 

invdtnieht as was done' during 1961-71, we could have 
ihcre<ised the• iridustrial employment much more if we. had 
.chosen' the ri'ght conl'position of the industrial output, that 'is 
the right industry-mix and the right technology or techno
logy-mix. If a change in the composition of the industrial 
outpih o~· industi·yirnix ahd a change ih the technology have 
H1 fact· reduced ·t the' 1einployment potential of industry, it 
~·follows that''in,appr8piiate choice of the industry-1riix and the 
techno\bgy:m)x'shou~d impl'ove the employment potential of 

'industry. : Therefof'e;' the propositions desel've a close exami-
nation. . ' i . } 

• .-! N Vi '~ t '·~ I 

,d The ch!Jice. of· an ,,industry-mix "is the choice between 
. ·different industries such·.as cement, .steeL• sugar, paper, textiles, 
,etc.·.; How does one· niake this .choice-? In the present context, 
· the right and-appropriate, choice is, of course,· the one which 
maximizes the,•eniployment. This is in fact what is suggested . 
.Employment• potential i of different industries is compared on 
the basis of .theif':·,capital-labour ratios, namely the amount of 

1·capital •needed .. to employ one. worker. If the sugar. ihdustry 
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requires less capital per worker employed than say the cement 
industry, we should produce more sugar than cement. This 
is how the industrial policy, whatever it is, is sought to be 
given an employment-orientation. In the process, one natu
rally comes up with c1ses of industries which appear to be 
essential but which require much more capital per worker 
than many other industries. With the new employment
orientation, every industry has to be justified on grounds of 
its employment potential. Hence, the discovery is made that 
the employment potential of an industry is not merely the 
direct employment it provides but also all the employment it 
indirectly provides in other industries with which it has back
ward and forward linkages, that is to say in those industries 
the output of which it mes :1s its inputs and in those indust
ries to which it supplies its output as their inputs. It makes 
interesting reading when each industry thus separately seeks 
promotion on grounds of its total employment potential -
direct :1nd indirect. But, put together, it makes little sense 
because each industry is related to practically every other 
industry by means of such hackw:1rcl and forw:1rd linkages and 
practically the entire employment in the economy can be 
attributed to any single industry - one per cent direct and 
99 per cent indirect. The fact of the matter is that employment
orientation docs not help make :1 choice of the industry-mix 
because the purpose of industrial production is not to provide 
employment per se but to produce something to meet rhe 
present and future needs of the population which are quite 
inclependen tly determined. 

The choice of technology is more complicated. The sug
gestion that, with the same total investment, we could have 
employed many mo:·c persons if within each industry we had 
adopted the more labour intensive technology is, of course, 
literally true. lf two persons are employed to do the job of 
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<One; .certainly more. persons will· be employed.· But in 1the 
·pHicess the danger. is that everyone may be.erriployed full,time 
from morning to evening, seven _days of the -week; 52 weeks 
of ·the, year;.•and neverthelessuno· one.can. earn.\a minimum 
living and.,the · economytis condemned to a low level oLstagna
tion .and ·progressive deterio:r.ation. The proposition ithat, for 
each economy: there• exists a unique .techiwlogy .. which iis 

1appropriaterto tits factor ·endowment-in capital and labout ,is 
ari overcsimplificatiorii Firstly,• .capital and labour,.aref.got two 
homogenous· entities which ·can1 be readily allocated ~between 

· different,!·industries and· transferred .. from' one 1to another. 
Secondly,, even if capital and' labour were two ~omogehous 
entities, the optimum.solution does not ·necessarily.lie,in trying 
to equalize amounts of.capitaLper worker in differenUnd_us.t
ries. The rates of .substituti~n,between; capital and 'labour. are 

-different in different industries\ and are different at .. different 
levels' of output of·<th~·sanie .industry .. These have to be taken 
into account [while decioing10n ·the,.a~Jocation of additional 
investment between· different industries. It is also not true 

'that there exists one' ~ingle technology in any .. givei1 .industry 
at 1 any t given .. time. Different. plants with :quite different 

·technologies, as· represented ;byJJthe capital-worker ratios, .are 
known 'to co'exist side by .side and those .employing older or 
less .efficient technologies generally survive by accepting .lower 
tetUl"J1S·· on their capital· •and .bboiu. New investment in) ·an 
inoustry has. to take. into account: the range of technol<;>gies 
presently in 'use anclfthe returns to',[apital and labour they 
make. In the midst of these, it is not possible to establish and 
sustain a t.~chno.~?gy ,w.hi~h 9,ff~r$ ,ve~·y low and u~acc~ptable 
r~tb':l~·dn:~ Jdo Its C?P/W.l an~ 1}apo~~· u~,l~ss of course it is h<;!avily 
SU Sl ISC • , 

. .,·,, 1, i /{ 

'·'• · But·these·difficulties only illustrate the complexity oLthe 
·problem!· The proponents of. labour"intensive technology are 
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right about one thing, namely the focus on employment, the 
insistence that every one must be gainfully employed. That 
insistence cannot be brushed ;;~side by the complexities of 
technological choice. But the adoption of more labom-intcnsive 
technology by itself provides no guarantee that every one will 
be employed. That every one must he gainfully employed is 
an independent principle: it mmt he independently estab
lished, accepted and pmsued. 

We must, therefore, retmn to the more fundamental 
aspects of the problem of employment. We should begin with 
the problem of choice of the industry-mix or the composition 
of the output. In planning terminology, this is the problem 
of fixing targets of productiop of different commodities. T11 
the fiml ;malysis. these are to he determined hy the present 
;mel future needs of consumption of the popui<J tion. Tl1e 
Phnning Commission usually begins bv estimating tl1e present 
ronsmnotion ;mel proiecting to a future cbte on the basis of 
estim;-~ted increase in the ver capita national product or national 
income. Tn the new context, with its concern for the ooor. 
the needs of consmnption must be determined on the basis of 
a certain national minimum to he assured to evervbody. Given 
these, the natural resomces, capital and lahom of the country 
have to he so deployed as will ensure t·hat the national mini
mum is assured to everybody as early as possible and at the 
s;l!ne time a basis is laid for raising the minimum as fast JS 

possible in the future. The solution to this :.1lloc:.1tion problem 
will in general not lead to an equalization of the capital
worker ratios in all industries or even in choosing the most 
labour-intensive technology for each industry. The solution 
may require the choice of highly capital-intensive technologies 
with high capital-labour ratios in some industries and highly 
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labour-intensive technologies· with low capital-labour "ratios in 
som~ other industries'.~. Whatever the solution, that will. 1be 
}~e approp~i~te ~hoic~·. o~;j}1e technology~mix.· .. ., , , .. 

But the planning for,the,•production of nece'ssaty 'corrim0-
dities 1js not enough to ensure that everybody gets the desired 
)Jlini!mlm. 1 To: see .this1 we may divide .the tota.l 'national 
expenditure into t~o. part~: ( i) private· expenditure that 1 is 
private consumer expenditure plps private. capital fprmation: 
and (ii) public or socialised expenditure that is socialised 
connlmption ,pltl§ ~qcialj,~ed.icapital formation. ::The private 
~xpend,i.tur~.lris ·financeq ,, from private o~ ·personal .incomes. 
Given t11C in~9m~s, c?nsmners buy tl1eir needs from the market 
or. the distributive system. at given prices. Given. the incomes 
~nd .the P.~·jces)he con;~~~m,ers deci(le what .to buy, how mu~r 
to consume and how much to· invest. There cannot ,be much 

,• ~( I t • IL ·t . u •I . . ' 

planning i,n this area except to assure to everyone the im;ome 
necessar·:v. to l)uy ,ihe n;:pion'ally desired min'im'{Jm. ~Therefore, 

· assuri~g 'e,vei·yhody:'fhe' hatlonally 'desired mipi.Jnum. is nothing 
but assuring ~veryl'locl'y<~a· niinimum in~ome at 'vhich he ~~n 
secure, if ne'sb desires:'t'h'e nationally desired m.iriimum at the 
given prices: Given the. ribcessary income, if some~ne decides 
to spend it otherWise -thah is considered desil'able. thei·e"is' n'ot 
much that can ·be•C!bne about' it: In this sense, the con·s·urner 
is sovereign:" n .. ,H (., ' 

The need for p1~blic ·or s~cjaliscd .. cxpcndittire arises· f~r 
-two' reason~. 'Firstiy; , private in~i~idl;lals cannot undertake 
certain types of •desirable expenditure such as on roads, com
mimications an'cl defe-nce. This'has to be socialised; S~c~ndly, 
'certain types of ex,pen'diturc such as on education, and piiblic 
•health~ though •it dm be incurred privately, private individu;ils 
''d6'nbt·nec'e'ssarily 'midertake to'do it even though it is 1regarcled 
'desirable ahd they 1ha've rthe nec·ess'ary incomes. Such expendi-
ture 'has als61 to be socialised.· .. The public or the socialised 
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expenditure has to be financed from the public funds which 
ultimately must come from out of personal incomes. Hence, 
given the capacity to produce the desired and chosen compo
sitiOJI of output, two essential conditions must be satisfied 
if what is or can be produced is to be consumed. Firstly, a 
certain part of the personal incomes has to be socialised in 
order to finance the socialised consumption. Secondly, the 
personal incomes, after tax, subsidies, aud transfer payments, 
have to be so distributed as to ensure that everybody has the 
minimum income necessary to meet the nationally desired 
minimum needs. In the absence of these two conditions, 
planned production fails to materialise even if resources and 
capacity exist. In my opinion, this is what has happened in 
the past. Too much attention has been paid to planning, 
regulating ;md channelising production along the desired path 
while too little attention was given to ensuring that what was 
or could be produced would also be consumed. The planned 
production is thus not matched by effective demand. Under 
the circumstances, production deviates from the planned path. 
It gets oriented to the market, as it must. The plan and the 
consequent regulation of production become only hurdles and 
obstacles which must be jumped over - and jumped over they 
are with the costs charged to the economy. The choice oi 
output-mix gets distorted. The choice of technology is made 
in order to create a small, exclusive high-income sector. The 
entire industrial production gets geared to the growing incomes 
and needs of this sector. This is what the organized sector 
today is. It consists of the entrepreneurs, the owners of capital, 
the managerial class and the organized workers, ably led by 
their unions. Together they constitute only about 10 per cent 
of the labour force. But they have monopolised the entire 
economic apparatus a11cl arc using it mercilessly to their own 
selfish ends. The facade is provided by the socialist planning. 
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't~e_,4ran.1~ 1 enacted1is one of ·class-cqn:llict, and the march of 
industrial workers;,qn. the socialist path. ,The· fact is that a, 
sm~ll orga:qized sectqr, aided land abetted by 1 tqe politician,, 
is .. b~sy. feather~ng its 1little nest to the exclusion of. the 
lf.Uorganizeq;1mas_ses. . ., , , . , ,, ,, 

' 
1 If on 'the 'other hand.: effectiv~ dema~d" i~ created .for th'e 

coiisumpb.ori1(of ·wh~f'i;i 1reg:uded as the 'hationally desirable 
cohsuin'pticni;'produbtibn gets ·~imost' automati~~liy g~k~~d i~ 
fulfil' 1t'he demand.1 This requiies I an asslihince 'bf a m.u;,~um: 
income to· everybody.' lt 'iS Oil this that the case _for f~l 
employment ·is· based 1 because' if minimum income fs to)~ 
assured, it'· is best to assul'e J.'t' through gainful ·employmen't: 
full' employment is,. therefore, ri.ec'essary ~ot only becau~e it 
cail'''inaxiniize'.'ptodudio:ri ·'througli fuller· utilization. of th~ 
• ' t ' I . . '~ I' I _I ': fl 1 . I ' t • • < 

labour force, but because it is a necessary condition 1 for the 
'I :I . . ... . ! I' ~ ' I ' • ;- ' • I ' . • I .• 

l_)roduC:tion. to l?rocef? ~-?- ~~e prefeq·~.d p~th .. Once the .condi-
tions. of effective 'demand are fulfilled, the productim1 may .. be 
1dh 1to thJ ID'ai~et forces oL if y'~~- .~ill, to the Forum of .Free 

,-, •.. 1 t . ' ' Jl , . ,• 1; · i.) 1 · • ' 

~merpriser . Th~P.: th7. ,proqucti~n plann!ng ,and the choice of 
t~~hno~~gy,be~on_l.e_ t~chnic~l m,a~.t~rs which are probably bette\ 
looked after by the entrepreneureal and the managerial class 

I •, ,- ¥1 f ~ } ~ • . • ' ~ > f . " • 

f~a~ -~y1 oth~ ?ur~~~c~~.~ ~nd th~ p()litician. , Let, therefore, the 
~91Y,efn,rpept. ·~!?-Rce~t~~~~e on ,c,reatiug reffectiv.e demand, for the 
n.<~tion~HY desire~ 1 c~nsumption ,by_, acquiring command. over 
th~ ~~cessary, ,part 9f personal. incomes to finance the needed 
s~qal.is~q.Jonsu,mption a11d .,io, assure minimum incomes1 by 
offerfng,gainful employ~en~ 1t~ .all those who cannot at ·pre
~ent ~e e~ploy,ed .. in the n~rmaL;production• apparatus. But 
t~!s reql!-ite~v that . the small ;Organized . sector, which today 
cqi,-W,itutes ;<;>ply,,!o per tent of the .labour force, accepts',! for· 
some r~me ,to come, lower, s!_andards of living; that the entre
.P~·~n~~l'S an~ the owners of capit!Jl accept. lower profits; that 
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the managerial class accepts lower salaries; and that the work
ers accept lower wages. Let the Forum of Free Enterprise make 
this its platform. Then I shall plead that the production be 
left to the productive forces in the economy, unfettered by 
the bureaucracy and unexploited by the politician. 

The views expressed in this booklet are not necessarily the 

dews of the Forum of Free Enterprise. 
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A. ~n. Shroff 
. '(1899-~965) 

A. p. Shroff, 1was a champion of free enterprise and a 
great leade_r of bu~ii;e~s and industry, .a11d an economist 
whose predictions have proved right over the years. . 

He was associated with promotion of planning in the 
country even before Independence. When Netaji Subhas 
Chandra Bose W<Js the President of the Indian National 
Congress, in 1938 he appointed a National Planning Committee 
with Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru as the Chairman, Mr. Shroff 
was one of the members of the Committee. 

After graduating from Sydenham College in Bombay and 
the London School of Economics, Mr. Shroff started as an 
apprentice at the Chase Bank in London. On return to India, 
he joined a well-known finn of sharebrokers and was also 
teaching advanced banking at the Sydenham College of 

· Commerce & Economics. For over forty years, he was asso
ciated with a number of industrial and commercial enterprises, 
many of which owe their origin and development to him. 
He was a Director of leading concerns like Tatas, and his 
range of interest covered insurance, radio, investment, shipping, 
banking, and a number of other industries. 

- He was one of the eight authors of the well-known 
Bombay Plan presented to the country by private enterprise 
in 1944. He was also an unofficial delegate at the Bretton 
Woods Conference in 1944 which set up the World Bank ami 
the International Monetary Fund. 

He served on a numbe£ of committees including the 
well-known Shroff Committee on Finance for the Private 
Sector set up by the Reserve Bank of India. 

In 1956, he started the Forum of Free Enterprise which 
has ·stimulated public thinking in the country on free enter
prise and its close relationship w_ith the democratic way of life. 
It is a tribute to Mr. Shroff's vision, courage and leadership 
that in spite of many adversities; the Forum of Free Enterprise 
has established itself as a national institution within a short 
time. 
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~ "Free Enterprise was born with man <ind shall 

survive as long as man survives 

~1 
-A. D. Shroff 

( !899-1965) 
Founder-President, 

~ Forum of Free Enterprise. ~ 
~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~ 
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Have you joined the- Forum? 

The Forum of Free Enterprise is a non-political 
and non-partfsan organisation, started in 1956, to edu
cate public opinion in India on free enterprise and its 
close relationship with the democratic way of life. 
The Forum seeks to stimulate public thinking on "vital 
economic problems of the day through booklets and 

f 

leaflets, meetings, essay competitions, and other means 
as befit a democratic society. 

Membership is open to all who agree with the 
Manifesto of the Forum. Annual membership fee is 
Rs. 15/- (entrance fee, Rs. 10/-) and Associate Mem
be~ship · fee, Rs. 7/- only (entrance fee, Rs. 5/-). 

College students can get our booklets and leaflets by_ 
becoming Student Associates on payment of Rs. 3/
only. ·(No entrance fee). 

Write for further particulars (state whether· 
· Membership or Student Associateship) to the Secre
tary, Forum of Free Enterprise, 235, 'Dr. Dadabhai 
Naoroji Road, Post Box 'No. 48-A, Bombay- 400 001. 
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